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Introduction
Twin deliveries are more common during the last years because 

of assisted reproduction techniques.1 As a twin delivery ishigh-
risk, especially regarding the delivery of the second twin, extensive 
intrapartum monitoring and relatively fast operative steps are required 
to achieve low morbidity. Up to date, the studies support mostly the 
vaginal delivery in case of both twins in vertex presentation as the 
method with the best perinatal outcome.2 

We present an overview of the current literature on the factors 
influencing the outcome of twin delivery. 

Results
About half of twin deliveries are preterm and possible 

complications include respiratory distress syndrome, necrotising 
enterocolitis and sepsis. In addition, growth restriction is another 
factor increasing perinatal morbidity and mortality.3 Concequently, 
the perinatal mortality is three times greater than the mortality rate 
of singleton deliveries and it is important to choose the best delivery 
route.4 

Lately, there has been a decrease in vaginal deliveries of twins 
due to increase to elective cesarian sections and combined vaginal-
cesarean deliveries. Risk factors of vaginal-cesarean delivery are a 
non-vertex second twin and a prolonged interval between the delivery 
of twins.5 

Malpresentation of the second twin can lead to complications. In 
case of vertex- presentation of both twins, the delivery is relatively 
safe. Different studies support a cesarean section as a route of delivery 
in case of non-vertex presentation of the second twin and if the 
estimated weight is less than 2000grams.2 However, breech extraction 
or internal cephalic version can be attempted. External cephalic 
version can be used to rotate twin B, especially in conjuction with 
tocolytics, epidural anesthesia, even in multiple attempts.6 

According to some, when twin B presents in vertex or breech or 
weight discrepancy is less than 25% between the twins, the risk of 
requiring a cesarean is low. Apart from that, epidural anesthesia acts 
as a protective factor that can increase the rates of vaginal delivery in 
twin pregnancies.7 

Additionally, studies suggest that in twin deliveries of twin A/
and or twin B in non-cephalic presentation a cesarian section has no 
impact on the perinatal outcome.8 

The Twin Birth Study supports that a planned cesarean section has 
no benefit for the child. As a result, in case of vertex presentation 
of twin A, vaginal delivery should be favored, as long as guidelines 
of twin delivery are respected. Continuous monitoring is necessary 
during the delivery. In addition, twin-to-twin delivery time interval 
increases the risk of reduction in pH, base excess and fetal acidosis, 
as well as Apgar less than 5 after 1, 5 and 10 minutes.9 Ultrasound 
monitoring is crucial to monitor the fetal heart rate and to control the 
presentation of twin B.

Concerning preterm pregnancies, the late preterm twins benefit 
from a vaginal delivery in case of twin A in vertex presentation and 
twin B in vertex/non-vertex presentation.10 However, data regarding 
twins with a weight of less than 1500g are inconclusive as far as the 
route of delivery is concerned (Figure 1).11

A trial of labor after cesarean section (TOLAC) has been evaluated for 
women with twin pregnancies. The rate of vaginal birth after secarean 
section (VBAC) reached 64.5% and combined delivery 45%.12 
Women who chose TOLAC had the same success rates of VBAC as 
women with singleton pregnancies. There was no statistical difference 
in intrapartum death, neonatal death, cord blood pH, uterine rupture.13 

Figure 1 Flow chart showing the route of delivery of twin deliveries.

Discussion
Studies evaluating the delivery of twin gestation support that 

when both twins are in vertex presentation a trial of labor should 
be anticipated. In case of non-vertex presenting twin the mode of 
delivery should be cesarean section. 
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Abstract

The use of assisted reproduction has caused an increase in the prevalence of twins. 
Twin pregnancies are high-risk pregnancies: they are associated with prematurity and 
its manifestations including sepsis, enterocolitis and respiratory complications. These 
complications increase the mortality rate of twin delivery in comparison to singleton 
delivery greatly.

Knowledge of the appropriate management of the twin delivery is paramount to avoid 
life-threatening complications and to decrease the mortality of twins. After going 
through the literature we present the latest studies on twin delivery. 
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However, the literature is inconclusive with regards to the best 
route of delivery when twin B is non-vertex. For term twins or late 
preterm vaginal delivery should be attempted. For babies lighter than 
1500g more studies should be conducted in order to evaluate the best 
route of delivery. With twin delivery becoming more commonplace, 
skills of obstetricians for the delivery of the non-vertex twin B, mostly 
in breech extraction are essential to avoid serious complications. 
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